
TREE BASICS



• All of life is related by common ancestry.
• Tree of life is one of the prime goals of evolutionary biology.

• A tree is a mathematical structure which is used to model the actual
evolutionary history of a group of sequence or organism. 
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Newick format

Tree lengths can be included in the newick format!
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Cladogram (분지도): simply shows relative 
recency of common ancestry

 branching pattern or grouping

Additive tree: contain branch lengths
= Phylogram (계통도) = metric tree

Ultrametric tree: a special kind of additive 
tree in which the tips of the trees are all 
equidistant from the root of the tree.

= Dendrogram (수지도)
 calculation of divergence time using 

molecular clock

Cladogram

Phylogram

Dendrogram

- Phylogram and 
dendrogram contains 
all the information 
found in cladogram.



Straight tree

Reticular tree



Rooted tree: has a node identified as the root from which ultimately all 
other nodes descend
- Allows to define ancestor-descendant relationship between nodes. 





Question: Draw a ROOTED cladogram based on the following unrooted
tree with the arrowed rooting position.
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- 135 human mitochondrial DNA sequences data: possible to generate 
2.113X 10267 different rooted trees

- This explosion in number of trees is a fundamental problem for 
phylogeny reconstruction, where the goal is to identify which tree of all 
the possible trees is the best estimate of the actual phylogeny. 
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Only three possible 
TOPOLOGIES (=shapes) 
are exist for the rooted 
tree of five sequences



The Split 1 is 
INCOMPATIBLE with the 
Split 2

Trees can be represented in a 
variety of ways other than as 
graphs.  partition

Only two SPLITS (=PARTITION) 
are possible in this tree.

{HC}{GOB}  and {HCG}{OB}

These splits called 
“phylogenetically informative”



Reconstruct the history of character change



Plesiomorphic (= primitive) state 원시형질 상태
Apomorphic (=drived) state 파생형질 상태

Symplesiomorphies 공동원시형질
Synapomorphies 공동파생형질

Autapomorphies 자가파생형질 : unique derived character state
e.g., hairless primates

Homology 상동: characters due to the sharing a common ancestor
Homoplasy 불계(계통과 틀림)
: similarity in species of different ancestry that is the result of convergent evolution, parallelism, and 

reversal. 

c. f., Analogous organ 상사기관 : Organs similar in shape and function but their origin, basic plan and 
development are dissimilar. E.g., wings of butterfly and bird.



=reversal
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• Ancestor
- previously living organisms that are now extinct but which left 
descendants which comprise modern species
- Ancestors are hypothetical but phylogenetic reconstructions allow 
us to infer what they (or their sequences) may have looked like.

True ancestors: 1) recovery of DNA from extinct taxa
2) fast evolving viruses: sufficiently fast to be 

tracked in ‘real time’

One step Two steps





Sister taxa: 
each other’s 
closest relative



합판화

다판화

방사상칭

좌우대칭

자방상생=자방하위

자방하생=자방상위

자방주생=자방중위

이생심피
(참조: 합생심피 syncarpy)

An example of evolutionary tree



An example of 
cladogram



Trees and Distances

Sequence dissimilarity (distance): number of evolutionary changes that occurred in 
two sequences since they last shared a common ancestor (see chap 5)
- One of tree building method is based on distances among OTUs (later in Chap. 5)

- #1, 3, and 4: generally true 
for all measures of sequence 
dissimilarity 
- #2: NOT always true in case 
of DNA-DNA hybridization and 
immunological measurements

METRIC DISTANCES
A distance d is a metric if it satisfies these properties



ULTRAMETRIC DISTANCES
A metric is an ultrametric if it satisfies a additional criterion that:
5. d(a, b)  maximum [d(a,c), d(b, c)]

- Ultrametric distance have the very useful evolutionary property of implying a 
constant rate of evolution. 
- “Relative rate” test for a molecular clock (chap. 7) is a test for how far the pairwise
distances between three sequences depart from ultrametricity. 



If we take any three sequences the distance between them define a 
isoscales triangle (the two largest distances are equal), hence the distances 
are ultrametric.



ADDITIVE DISTANCES

An additive distance measure defines a tree.



When distances are NOT ultrametric but only metric they can still be represented 
by a tree, in this case an additive tree. 
NOTE: d(b, c) is most similar but is NOT most closely related.

Similarity and evolutionary relationship will ONLY coincide exactly 
if the distances are ultramatric. 
 More in Chap. 6.



• Tree distance: the distance obtained from the tree
Observed distance: the distance obtained from the sequences

• The observed distance is NOT always equal to the tree distance.

• The discrepancy between them can be used to measure how good the fit is 
between the observed distances and the best tree representation of those 
distance ( chap. 6)

ORGANISMAL PHYLOGENY

• Phylogenies form the basis of classification!
- classification: formal naming of groups of organism.

• Cladistic classification recognize only monophyletic groups or clades.
단계통군
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Monophyletic 
groups

Paraphyletic
groups

Polyphyletic 
groups

Apes!
Reptiles!
Dicots!

Winged animals
Land plants

 Groups for the 
classification in 
cladistic school



c.f. (confer): cladistic classification vs. evolutionary classification

a
b
c

de

Evolutionary classification
(a, b, c) (e, d)

Cladistic classification
(a) (b, c, d, e)

Which one do you like? 

 Rigorous and objective alternatives to cladistic classifications have 
been hard to construct!



Discrepancy between Cladistic and Evolutionary school



Two types of homologous genes 
Orthologous genes: originated from speciation
Paralogous genes: originated from gene duplications



Lineage sorting and coalescence

Another process that complicates the relationship between organismal and 
gene phylogeny is lineage sorting!

Lineage sorting: the presence of ancestral polymorphism coupled with the 
differential survival of those alleles can result in allele phylogeny NOT 
matching organismal phylogeny
The point of most recent common ancestor: coalescence point
Coalescence time: the time from present to coalescence point

Genes in A2 is more closely 
related to those in B.

Allele 2 in A is more closely 
related to alleles in B.



The longer the interval between speciation events the greater the chance 
that radiation or extinction of alleles will result in lineages.

 Allele analyses is ONLY applicable among the closely related taxa!



CONSENSUS TREE: represent the commonality (if any) among a set of trees



In case of errors!



A tree has single root and branches outwards such that the 
branches never meet, whereas in a family tree or pedigree every 
time a male and female organism mate their branches fuse.
 Tree network!

What else? 

- species-species hybridization in plants
- symbiosys




